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III. IETRODUCTION

The residential heat pump is becoming more and
more important as a means of heating and cooling homes.
The American family is boooming increasingly aware cf
year—round air conditioning in all its various aspects,
not only for hosting and cooling the homo, but also for
humidity control and air filtration. All those tasks
may be accomplishod with the installation cf a single
heat pump unit.

Aside from the relatively new concept of cooling
buildings during the summer, the heat pump has very dis-
tinct advantages when its use as a means of heating
alone is considered. The heat pump uses eloctricity to
heat. The individual can perceive immediate advantages
in this aspect. The dirt and noxious gases of petroleum
or coal oombustion are eliminatod. The fuel handling
and eomhustion by-product removal equipment are no longer
necessary. There is a significant reduction of fire
hazard which should be roflected in lower fire insurance
costs. The installation cf a heat pump would bo a dis-
tinot advantage arohitocturally because the heating unit
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no longer must be placed in a basement or large utility

room adjacent to a chimney and fuel storage. In com-

munities where smoke or smog conditions have become serious,

extensive installation of electric heating apparatus
would be most beneficial.

Unless the consumer is willing to assign a mon-
etary value to the afore-listed advantages of the heat

pump, he will generally find that in areas where elec-
tricity costs over·l-1/2 cents per KWH, it is more

expensive to operate than a conventional heating plant.(1O)
This figure will of course vary with local fuel costs,

heat loads, and heat pump coefficient of performance (GOP).
In recent years power companies have enthusiastically
encouraged the widespread installation of electric heat-

ing apparatus, such as the heat pump, by attempting to

make their operating costs competitive to other forms of
heating. The reason for this encouragement may easily

be detected by studying power consumption statistics.

The influx of an increasing number of electrical appli-
ances into the home has greatly increased the average
power consumption in most areas. However this power con-

sumption varies greatly with the time of day, being at a
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peak in the early evening, and at a relatively very low

minimum in the early morning hours. The utility com-

panies must install sufficicnt capacity to carry these

peak loads, and therefore have machinery idle or opera-

ting below rated load and efficiency during the minimum

consumption periods. To help offset this economically

adverse condition, the power companies are in many areas

willing to give rate discounts to consumers using elec-

tric heating, as the greatest capacity demands are placed

on these units during the minimum power consumption

hours. Owners of heat pumpe may receive power rate dis-

counts generally in one of two ways, either by a reduced

cost per KWH over a certain number, or by the installa-

tion of a power meter in which time is integrated with

the rate of flow of power, giving a separate or a

numerically reduced reading during the off peak hours.

The former method is in more widespread use today, how-

ever the latter method, although more involved and eostly,

seems to be more in line with power company objectives.

The author has been eommissioned as consultant to

the architect to design a heat pump system for a proposed
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residence for Brig. General C. H. Shuey, U.S.H.C. (Ret.).
This home is te he built on Sinnepuxant Bay, Maryland.

r The architect has specified heating is to be accomplished
by means of a radiant floor panel. This requircment to-

" gether with the proximity of a boundless supply of water w

to use as the heat pump sink and heat source, suggests
the use of a water-to—water heat pump system. As a v

i radiant floor panel cannot be used to cool, auxiliary
air refrigerating apparatus will have to be installed.

The objects of this thesis will be to compute the
heating and cooling requirements for the building; to
design the radiant floor panels and auxiliary cooling

· apparatus; and to design the water-to—water heat pump
and its associated equipment.
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IV. REVIEW OE LITERATUHE

Thermodynamics of the Heat Pump

The heat pump is a device utilizing refrigeration
equipment to absorh heat from one source and reject it
to another source. There is no fundamental difference
between the conventional refrigeration system and a heat
pump; whereas the former has been used universally to
absorb heat from a relatively low temperature source and
rcject it as waste heat to a relatively high temperature
medium, the utilization of the rejected heat for useful
purposes is a rather new and limited concept. The
machine that delivers the rejected heat of a rofrigera—
tion cycle in a usable form is known as a heat pump.

A simple Vapor eompression cycle is schematically
presented in Fig. 1. Considering the mechanics of the
system only, the high pressure Vapor leaves the compres—
sor and enters the condenser. In the condenser the
Vapor is condcnsed to a liquid. The liquid leaves the
condenser and flows through the expansion Valve where
its pressure is droppcd to compressor suetion pressure;
it then onters the evaporator where it "boi1s" to a
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Vapor state. The low pressure Vapor then flows to the
oompressor to complete the cycle.

The heating effect of the heat pump takes place

in the oondenser where the latent heat of vaporization
1

is given off by the refrigerant as it condenses to a

liquid. The cooling effect takes place in the evapora—

tor where the latent heat of Vaporisatiou is absorbed

by the evaporating refrigerant.

The highest possible performance of a rcfrigera—

tion cycle, and therefore a heat pump cycle, under a
specific set of conditions is the Carnot cycle, illus-

trated on temperature—entropy coördinates in Fig. 2.

The refrigeraut cnters the compressor at point 1; under-

goes isentropic compression to point 2; isothermal

coudensation to point 3; isentropic expansion to point 4;

and isothermal evaporation to point 1 to complete the

cycle. The heat absorbeä by the system, QA, is repre-

sented by the area 1,4,5,6. The heat rejected by the

system, QR, is represented by the area 2,3,5,6. The

compressor work is rcprcscntcä by QR — QR (area 1,2,3,4.)

The coefficient of performance (COP) is a measure

of heat pump efficiency. Due to the double output of
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the heat pump? it has two ooefficients of performance
associated with it. The COP of the heating cycle is the
heat output divided by the heat equivalent of the work
of the cycle) and the CCP of the cooling cycle is the
heat absorbed by the system divided by the heat cquiva-
lent of the work of the cycle or

GOP ” .2§..„..„„ (Heating Cycle)

GOP ‘
“%äf:“öäf“ (Cooling Cycle)

Since the areas considered on the temperature—entropy
diagram are rectangular, the CCP may be exprcsscd by the
absolute temperatures at which heat is absorbed and re-
jected by dividing QA and QR by the entropy change:

Cop " ·——3t———-·—·-·— (11 1;TR _ TA ea ing Cycle)

GOP ° ——gé¤—~—~— (Cooling Cycle)

TR = Absolute temperature of refrigeraut in condenser,ohankine. ·TA • Absolute temperature of refrigcrant in evaporator,°Rauk1ne•
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In actual practice, because of case of handling

and equipment limitations, a fluid that changes state

from a liquid to a Vapor in the cycle is used. The isen~

tropic expansion phase is replaced with expansion through

a throttling valve, a constant enthalpy process. The

result of introducing this change is the Rankine Cycle.

The basic Rankine cycle is illustrated by points

1,2,3,4 of Fig. 3. The vapor is comprcssed isentropic-

ally from l to 2; condensed at constant pressure and

therefore constant temperature from 2 to 3; reduced in

pressure at constant cnthalpy from 3 to 4; and evapo-

rated at constant pressure the ccnstant temperature
from 4 to l to complete the cycle. The work of this

cycle is most often calculated by use of the general

energy equation because of the extensive tabulation and
W

graphical presentation of the properties of most refriger—

ants. The werk of the cycle is thus given by

W•h2···h1
where: W'• work of the basic Rankinc Cycle, BTU/lb.

(of refrigerant).
h hl „ specific enthalpy of refrigerant entering

the eompressor.
h2 • specific enthalpy of refrigerant leaving

the compressor.
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Considering Fig. 3, the heat delivered by the cycle is
represented by the area under phase 2-3 or

where: h3 • specific enthalpy of the refrigerant
leaving the condenser.

The heat absorbcd by the cycle is represented hy the area
under phase 4»l or

QA'h1··h4

where: h4 · specific enthalpy of refrigerant enteringthe evaporator.
With these expressions for heat and work, more

useful expressions fer coefficient of performance may
now be derived hy substitution in the original OOP
formulae:

GOP (Rankine Heating Cycle)

_ h _ h (Rankine Cooling Cycle)
If dry saturated refrigerant enters the compressor,

represented by point l' of Fig. 4, ideal compression takes
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place in the superheat region to point 2'. Now there is
a constant pressure desuperheating from 2' to 2 and con-
densation from 2 to 3, and possibly, subcooling of the
refrigerant to 3'. Points l" and 2" illustrate super-
heatcd compression. These conditions may still be
handled by the general forulae pertinent to the Rankine
Cycle.

A comparison of the temperature-entropy diagrams
of each cycle readily demonstrates that, under any set
of conditions, the Rankine Cycle is less efficient than
the corresponding Carnot Cycle. Although the Carnot
Cycle is impractical, the fact that its efficiency can-
not be exceeded makes it useful as a reference for
determining the efficiency of other cycles; under iden-
tical conditions the ratio of the coefficient of
performance of any particular cycle te the Carnot Cycle
is known as the Relative Efficiency.

_ In an actual heat pump installation several devi-
ations from the basic Rankine Cycle exist. Compression
is not isentropic but polytropic along some varying set
of paths, generally between isentropic and isothermal.
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Another deviation from the Rankiue Cycle is caused
by the pressure drop through piping. Where piping is
extensive, as when a central system is used to supply
refrigerant to rclatively remote units, the friction _
losses in the lines become quite siguificant; however,
these losses in package units may geuerally be iguored.

Heat gaius and losses from piping must also be
considered as a deviation frem the ideal cycle. In
general, heat losses occur in the piping between the

C

eompressor and the condeuser and between the coudenser
and the expansion valve, while heat gaius occur in the
piping between the evaporator and the compressor.
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Basic Heat Pump Designs

Unless a heat pump is to be used both for heating
and cooling, experience has shown that the cost of in-
stalling one in a residence can seldom be justified.
The reversibility required to enable the heat pump to
be used for both processes is the most involved element
in heat pump design. The change·over from the winter to
the summer cycles is accomplished by one of two methods:
either the path of the refrigerant is reversed so that

the evaporator becomes the condenser and vice versa, and
the heating and cooling medium maintains a fixed path
in both cycles; or the refrigerant moves in a fixed
cireuit and the heating and cooling medium alters its
path, picking up heat from the condenser during the
heating cycle and rejecting heat to the evaporator during
the cooling cycle.

A multitude of successful heat pumpe have been in-
stalled; some have been commercial package units, while
others have been assembled from various manufactured
components. However, there are several catagories into
which all heat pump designs may be divided; a description
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of these follews.

Air-To-Ai; Desiggl

As air is a universally available heat source and

g sink, the majority of mass-produced package heat pump

units are of the air-to-air type. Moreover the choice

of air as the heating and cooling medium has several
— advantages. First, the humidity of the air may be con-

trolled with relative case. In addition the air system

responds quickly to heating or cooling demands, and
t filtration of impurities in the air is easily accomplished.

The flow diagram of an air-tc-air design with a

fixed air circuit and a variable refrigerant circuit is

shown in Fig. 5. During the cooling cycle, refrigerant

flows from the receiver through the expansion valve and

valve 3 into the conditioning coil (evaporator) where

heat is removed from the air medium. From the condi-

tioning coil the refrigerant flows through valve 4 to

the compressor and then through valve l into the air-

cooled outdoor coil (condenser) where it ie condensed.

From the condenser the refrigerant flows through valve 2

and back into the receiver, completing the circuit.
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During the heating cycle, the refrigerant flows
through the expansion valve and valve 7 into the outdoor „
coil (evaporator). From the outdoor coil the refrigerant
flows through valve 8 to the compressor and thence
through valve 5 into the conditioning coil (condenser)
where the refrigerant gives up its latcnt heat to the
air medium. The liquid refrigerant travels from the
conditioning coll, through valve 6 and into the receiver.

An alternative air-to-air system consists of ant-
evaporator und condenser with a fixed refrigerant cir-
cuit. During the cooling cycle, by means of duetwork
and dampers, inside air is foreed through the evaporator
coil; during the heating cycle the condenscr heats the
inside air and the evaporator absorbs heat from the
outside air.

In an actual residential heat pump installation,
manual operation of all the necessary valves in the system
would be impractical as well as hothersomc. Thereforc,
residential units depend on a relatively complex system
of relays and solinoid valves to start, stop, and change
over the heat pump cycle.
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Air—To—Wgter Design
As in the air—to-air system, the air—to-water

heat pump also absorbs heat from or gives up heat to
the air, but in this case this heat is transferred to
water. When an air-to-water heat pump is used for
heating of a huilding, the heated or chilled water is
used to condition the inside air. This double heat

_ transfer is less efficient than a single transfer, but
the system as a whole has several advantages. One
advantage of this system is that the water may he pumped
to remote unit air oonditicners, thus eliminating the
extensive refrigerant piping to these units which would
otherwise be needed. A second advantage of the air-to-
water heat pump is that during the heating cycle, by
installing a storage tank (see Fig. 6), it is possible
during the milder daytime to store hot water to be drawn
on at night for necessary extra capacity; the samepp_
principle in reverse may be employed during the cooling

cycle. Still another advantage is that auxiliary heat
may be supplied to the system in the storage tank during
severely cold weather; this heat is usually supplied by
means of electric resistance heaters.
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Water-To—Air Desigg
If a large supply of water is available and its

drainage can be reasonably effected, the utilization of
this water as the heat source and sink for a heat pump
has several advantages over the use of air: because of
the higher specific heat of water, to absorb or reject
the same amount of heat, only one-fourth the temperature

_ change is required with water as with air; as the co-
efficient of heat transfer is much greater for turbulent
water flow than for air flow, a reduction in the heat
transfer area required is allowed; and the bulky, expen-
sive ductwork required when air is used as the heat
source er sink is replaced by piping.

A basic water-to-air heat pump design is illus-
trated in Fig. 7. Because two media are used, the only
arrangement possible is one reversing the path of the
refrigerant. With the exception of the water supply
pump and the water-to-refrigerant coil, this system is
identical with that of the air-to-air system illustrated
in Fig. 5.
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Ground—To-Ai; ggd Groung—To—Wgter Desiggg

By the installation of a large coil of pipe

buried in the earth, the advantages of a system using

water as a heat source and sink for a heat pump may be

realized without the utilization of a large supply of
water and the attendant drainage problems. In this case,
the heat pump system is identical to that of the water—
to—air or water—to·water installation, except that the
heating or cooling water is recirculated through the
ground coil, absorbing heat from or rejecting heat to

the earth. Although it is quite efficient, this system
is not frequently used because of its high first cost.

§ater—To-Wgter Desigg
The water—to—water heat pump, as shown in Fig. 8,

uses water both as the heat source and sink, and as the
transfer medium between the air going to the conditioned
space and the refrigerant circulated through the evapo—
rator during the cooling cycle or the condenser during
the heating cycle. In this case, the refrigerant main-
tains a fixed path in both winter and summer cycles.
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During the cooling cycle, the heat—sink water is pumped

through Valve 3, through the condenser, through valve 4,

and to the drainage. The cooling water is pumped through

the conditiouing eoil, where it picks up heat from the
v supply air, through valve 1, through the evaporator,

where it rejects heat to the refrigeraut, and back to

the pump. In the heating cycle the heat source water is

pumped through valve 7 to the evaporator where it gives

up heat to the refrigerant, and then through valve 8 to

the drainage. The heating water is pumped through the

conditioning coil where it gives up heat from the refri-

gerant, and then through Valve 6 back to the conditioned

water pump.

Summary

The advautages and disadvantages of these basic

heat pump designs are as follows:
t
Air—To-Air

Advantages

l. Humidity control and filtration of inside air

may be accomplished by the heat pump unit.
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2. The initial and installation cost of the
unit is relatively low.
3. The unit requires less space.
4. Response to heating or cooling demands is
relatively fast.

Disadvantages

1. Bulky ductwork is required to carry the air
to and from remote locations.
2. At low outside temperatures, the OOP is
greatly reduced.
3. Operating costs are higher.
4. The unit is relatively noisy.

Air—To—Water W

Advantages

1. Remote air~conditioning units may be supplied
with conditioned water instead of refrigerant.
2. Radiant panel heating may he utilized.
3. A hot or cold water storage tank may be used
to carry peak loads.
4. Anxiliary heat may be added to the system in
this tank.



Disadvantages

1. The unit is relatively expensiue.
2. Installation cost is greater.
3. Response to keating or cooling demands is
relatively slow.

Water—To·Air

Advantages

1. Air humidity control and filtration may be
accomplished at the unit.
2. Operating costs are lower than units using
air as a heat source (unless water must be
purchased).
3. Heat pump effieieney is higher during cold
outside temperature periods.

Disadvantages Ä

l. A large supply of water is necessary and its
disposal must be faeilitated.
2. Unless water temporatnres are suffieiently
high, freezing may result in the heat pump
evaporator.
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Ground»To»Water and Ground-To«Air

Advantages

l. Tha advautages of a water heat source may
he realized without the water supply und die«
posal problems inherent to this source.
2. By oiroulating au anit—freeze solution through
the ground coil, lower evaporator temperatures
may be realized without dauger of freeziug.

‘ Disadvantages

1. Installation costs are very high.
2. The ground coil requires a eonsiderable
amount of property.

Water-To-Water

Advantages

1. High operating effieiency.
2. High GOP at low outside temperatures.
3. Quiet operation.
4. Radiant panel hosting may he employed.

Disaduantages

1. Supply and disposal of large amounts of water
are required.
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2. The equipment takes up a relatively large
amount of spaee.

3. There is the äanger of freezing eceuring
in the evaperator.

ä. Response to keating and cooling demands
is relatively slow.



Heat Sources

"Thc basic problem in planning any heating plant,

whether it coneerns a fuel or a heat pump, is securing

an economical and satisfactory source of heat."(1Ö) ln

the design of a heat pump, there are three natural sources

of heat that may be drawn upon: the air, water, and the

earth itself. While each of these sources offers

possibilities, no single one will best fit all conditions.

ei;.
Outdoor air is a universally available heat

source: because of this availability, as well as its

convenience and case of movement, air is the most common

heat source for heat pumps.(14) However, as a heat

source air has several disadvantages. The primary dis-

advantage is that the coefficient of performance

decreases with a decrease in outside air temperature;

.in other words, the heat pump capacity decreases when

it is most needed. ”Experience to date shows that regions

faced with average temperatures in the neighborhood of

40“F or higher offer good possibilities for the use of
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air as a heat source, while locations where lower average
temperatures are emeountered need more careful study."(22)

Another‘disadvantage to he considered is the fact that
when ooil surface tcmperatures drop helow BQOF, the oon—
densed moisture on these coils will froeze, hloeking
air flow and reduoing heat transferl Therefore, in
installations where outdoor temperatares go below eo°r
to 45°F some means of defrosting the outdoor coil must
be provided. Other disadvantages of using air as a heat

4

source are that the apparetus required will he larger
and that the noise level due to air flow through duct«
work will he considerahly higher than that of systems
using other heat sources.

O

Ground
One of the most promising heat sources for use

with the residcntial heat pump is the crust of the earth.
Only a few feet helow the surface of the earth, the year
round temperature variation is very slight es oompared
to atmospherie conditions. ln eonducting ground ooil
tests in Connecticut, C. H. Coogan discovered that, at
a depth of three feet, temperature variation was only
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0.75ÜF over a twe menth test period,(8)

The most summer method ef utilising the earth as

a sinh is to fern a coutinuous greund cell by burying

eopper tubing er pipe in ditehes a fee feet apart, hle

though it is possihle to use this eoil directly as the

refrigerant eondenser or evaporator, the possibility of

leaks and the quantity of roirigerunt necessary te fill

this large volume nahe it advisable to use water or an

anti—freese solution instead, Then the refrigerant may

he eireulated through the reservoir of this intermediate

liquid,
Although the basic eoneept of using the ground in

conjunction with a heat pump is simple, the actual design

problems are very great, In the first place, a large

number of variables must be considered, such as the depth

of the ground eoil, the distance between coils, the

differences in the conductivity and density of various

types of soil, the amount of moisture present, the pipe

diameter, the coil surface temperature, and many others,

In addition there arc several practical and econo-

mic factors to be considered in connection with heat pump



ground eoils. The cast of such an installation is rela-
tively high das ts the large ancunts of piping and fittings
required und the extensive excasatiens necessary„ Also

in many cases the use of ground sells is limited hy the

relatively large amount cf property required.

EaterWater

is an excellent heat source for heat pumpe.
lt has a specific heat of 1.Ü as compared to only 0.2a
for air. Thus, for the same quantity of heat transfer,
less than one-fourth the temperature rise is required
when water is used as when air is used. As this allows
higher evaporator temperatures during the heating cycle
and lower condenser temperatures during the cooling
cycle, in heth cycles the work required is less and,
therefore, the EGP is greatere The heat transfer co—

efficient from water te a surface is greater than from
air to a surface, thus allowing smaller transfer areas
and smaller equipment.

The greatest problem encountered when using water
with a heat pump is its availability; a somewhat lesser
problem is the matter of its disposal. Since, unless a
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cooling tower is used (and this is too expensive for all

but very large installations), the water used cannot be

recirculated, a large supply of water is required; thist c

water is most often obtained from welle or from large

bodies of water such as rivers er lakes„

Another possible method of obtaining large amounts

of water for use with heat pumpe is to utilize water from
city meins and, after oirculating it through the heat

pump, return it to the main. However, to be practicable,

such a method requires close supervision and frequent

inspection on the part of public health authorities•
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Defrosting and Auxiliary Apparatus

If air is used as a heat source, there is a pos-

sibility of ice and frost forming on the surfaces of the

heat—absorbing coil. A less common occurrence is the

formation of ice on the heat transfer surfaces of the

water heat exchanger in a water-to—water or water—to—air

heat pump. If either of these conditions are likely to

occur, some means of removing the frost or ice must be

provided. One means of accomplishing this is by the

installation of an automatic or manual defrosting system.

An alternative method is the installation of an auxiliary

heating system at the heat transfer surface. During a

unusually cold weather, this system prevents the forma-

tion of frost and provides additional capacity to the

heat pump.
X

Befrosting an air coil can be accomplished in ·

several ways. One very common method frequently utilized

in package units is to reverse the cycle; that is, to

introduce the hot discharge vapor from the compressor

into the evaporator, thereby melting off any accumulated
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frost. This process can be eontrolled mauually or by

an automatic mechanism that periodically aetivates the
T

defrosting system. Another defrosting process sprays T

water over the coil, thus melting the frost accumulation.

In general it is necessary to stop the eompressor and

fans during this process. .For deep coils where water

spray would not penetrate, there is a process whereby

water is introduced into a perforated tray above the

coils and flows down over them.(26) Defrosting air coils

and the addition of auxiliary heat as well can be accom—

plished by electric heating. The cheapest and simplest

method is the placing of strip or cone resistance

heaters adjacent to the coil surfaces. However, this

method allows much heat to be lost to the surrounding

air. A more satisfactory means is to use the air coil

itself as a resistance heater by insulating the coil from

the rest of the system by means of non-conducting plastic

pipe bushings and imposing a low—voltage, high-current

electric supply across the coll.

Befrosting is generally not considered in a water-

to~air or water-to—water heat pump. If the expected
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water—source temperature is not high enough to allow the

operation of the heat exchanger several degrees above

freezing, some other heat source should be investigated.

However? to insure against unusually low wateresupply

temperatures and to provide additional capacity to the

heat pump for outside—air temperatures below design con-

ditions, waterproof electrical resistance heaters are

sometimes installed in the evaporator.

In the water—to—water heat pump designed for this

thesis, it was decided that defrosting of the evaporator

would not be necessary. However, if under operating

conditions ice formation occurs in the evaporator and

the system cannot be adjusted to prevent this formation,

an electric resistance heater will be installed in the

water side of the evaporator. p
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Heat Pump Components

Compressors

Compressors for heat pumpe are either ef the

reciprocating or centrifugal type; the reciprocating

eompressor is used for small and medium sized units

such as found in homes and medium sized buildings, while

eentrifugal compressors are found in only the largest

heat pump installations.

Once the designer of a residential heat pump has

ealculated the necessary compressor displacement, he is

faced with a staggering array of suitable electric~motor

driven compressors made by various manufacturers which

have the requisite capacity. However, the rcsidential

installation has certain peculiar requirements which

serve to narrow the field of selection slightly. Es-

pecially if the heat pump unit does not have a remote

location, noise must be held to a minimum. Requirements

for routine maintenance must be held to a minimum; -

often the maximum engineering skill available is that

possessed by the average housewife. In addition, the
space available for the compressor is usually limited;
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therefore a small compact unit is most desirable. Finally,
the cost of a heat pump must be at least competitive with
other forms of year-round air conditioning, therefore the

cost of the compressor must be limited to a reasonable
amount.

Condensers

The process of vapor—compressien refrigeration re-
quires a means ef remeving sufficient heat from the high-
pressure compresser discharge te ccndense the refrigerant
te a liquid state. This condensing equipment normally
uses either water or air as the cooling medium; while air
is commouly utilized for small household refrigeration
units, water is the most common ceolant for larger units.

Today the use of the shell and tube and the shell
and coil type of water ceoled eondensers is replacing
to a great extent the use of the older double pipe type.

Shell and tube and shell and coil condensers consist of
a cylindrical steel shell inte which the refrigerant is

discharged and a set of coils or tubes inside the shell

through which the cooling water circulates. In systems
of up to about 10 or 15 tens, the condenser often functions
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as the liquid receiver as well. However, as the liquid

in the condenser is saturated, the use of a suction line

heat exchanger to sub—cool the refrigerant is often de-

sirable to prevent flashing of the refrigerant before it

reaches the expansion Valve.

As the heat pump condenser is used as the heat

supply, condensing temperatures and, therefore, pressures

are abnormally high, introducing two unusual factors

into condenser selection: first, the maximum working

pressure must be sufficiently above the high pressures

required for safe operation, and secondly, abbreviated

manufacturers' ratings for their condensers will not be

accurate since these are usually calculated for lower

'cooling water temperatures.

Water Chillers

The water chiller or evaporator of a heat pump

system is generally of the shell and tube or shell and

coil type, consisting of a steel eylinder into which a

set er bundle of tubes are sealed. To support the tubes

and act as baffles to direct water back and forth

across the tubes, steel plates, set at intervals
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perpendieular te the shell amis are installed in the

shell. As maximum refrigeration is accomplished by

evaporating liquid, the greatest efficiency will he

realized with a fleoded evaporater. The danger in this

aspect is that liquid refrigerant will be carried over

te the eempresser. Te aveid oarry—ever, only part of

the water ehiller tuhes are flooded; often, a heat ex-

ehanger is installed in the system to superheat the

evaporater discharge vapor hy means of heat removed from

the liquid refrigerant flowing to the evaporater. Still

another factor that must he considered is the miseibility
of the freens with luhricating eil. Even with an oil

separater installed in the system, some amount ef eil

will circnlate. To avoid the aeeumulation of large
deposits of eil in the evaporator, it must be designed

for the use of high refrigerant velecities and the

eliminatien ef peekets in which oil could collect.

Heat Exchangers

Both meehanically and thermodynamically, the suc-

tion line heat exehager is an important component in a

heat pump system. Mechanically, the heat exohanger adds



snperheat te the cempressor euetien vage? and thus pre~

Vents carrying ever liquid into the compressort Thermody~

namically, the installation cf a heat exchanger has two

advantages„ First, the liquid refrigerant, as it is

subcceled hy the cold Vapor from the evaporator, is

capable cf a greater specific refrigerating effect, and

although cuperheating the Vapor iacreases the work of —

conpressicn, an increase in coefficient of performance

usually results. The second advantage ohtained is that

with increaecd insurance against liquid carry-over into

the compressor auction, the inoreased efficiency of

flooded evaporatcr operation can he approached•
V Section line heat exchangers gcnerally oonsist

of a small steel cylinder in which a ccil or tuhing is

sealed„ The vaper flowe outside the tuhing and the

liquid refrigerant flows through the tubing coi1•
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Radiant Panel Heating

The heating of rooms by means of large warmed

panels is generally known as radiant heating. Radiant

panels do not heat entirely by radiation, as any warmed

surface in a room will be attended by some amount of

convection, but the pereentage of radiant heat supplied

surpasses that of any other system in extensive use

today. Radiant panels may be located in the eeiling,

walls, or floor of a room, or in two or three of these

surfaces; electrical resistance, hot water or hot air

may be used as the source of heat.

To be comfortable, the human body must constantly

lose heat at a rate dictated by the metabolic rate of

the body. If an excessive amount of heat is lost, the

individual experiences a sensation of cold; if an in-

sufficient amount of heat is lost, an uncomfortable

feeling of warmth results. Body heat may be lost by

means of evaporation, convection, and radiation. By

creating large warm surfaces in a room, the loss of

body heat by radiation is reduced, and a feeling of

comfort can be maintained with a lower room-air temperature.
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Radiant heating is as old as history. Recent
discoveries prove that the ancient Koreans used
this principle in heating their dwellings indirectly
from cooking-oven fires. Excavations at Rome and
Pompeii show that the Romans were familiar with
its use, and heated by means of masonry ducts be-
neath floors and within walls. Roman ruins
uncovered in England by the ravages of World War
II show that they used metal piping, much as is
done in modern work. The reccnstruetion of
Williamsburg, Virginia brought out evidence that
early Colonial builders made use of radiant heat~
from fireplace flues in the brick walls.

In the latter part of the 19th century, an
awakened interest in Radiant Heating took place
on the Continent. The first of the modern engi-
neered installations in England appears to have
been made about 1907. 23

Architect Frank Lloyd Wright installed electric

heating elements beneath the bathrooms in the Imperial

Hotel in Tokyo built in 1914. Although Mr. Wright in-

sists that he utilized the fact that heated air rises

naturally, and refers to it as gravity heat, this was

in fact a radiant heating system.(27)

Radiant heating panels which are incorporated in

the walls, floor, or ceilings of a room have the follow-

ing advantages over the ordinary steam, hot water, and

warm-air heating systems.(19)
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l. As the heat disseminating elements are com-
pletely out of sight, they simplify housekeeping and do

not interfere with any decorative plan.

2. Heating panels in any of the three possible

locations producc warmer floors than any of the eommonly
used types of heating systems. This is especially de-

sirable in homes where there are small children.
3. As convection air-currents in a room are of a

lower velocity, fewer drafts are produced.

4. There is less temperature stratification in

the room (see Fig. 9). v

5. Since a radiant system depends on heating the

people directly and only indirectly on heating the air

mass, the heating medium can be used at a lower tempera-
ture to produce an equivalent sensation of comfort.

This affords economics in fuel consumption and reduccs

the "shock effect" of moving between the room and the

outdoors.

Radiant panel heating has the following disadvan-
tages when compared to more conventional means of ·

heating.(19)
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1. Because of the heat storage in the large panels,

maintaining uniform room conditions through rapid changesA
in the outdoor air temperature is usually more difficult

than with other heating systems. p
2. The use of a radiant heating system offers no

possibility of supplying outside air for ventilation, of

air filtration, or of humidity control.

3. Repairs to the radiant panel piping are generally

costly. 4
The problem of controlling a radiant heating floor

panel is oonsiderably greater than that encountered in

conventional heating systems. The maximum allowable
‘ surface temperature of a floor panel is about 90°F.(21)

Thus for an inside design temperature of 70°F, there is

a maximum variation in panel surface temperature of

20°F. This small variation must carry heat loads for

an outdoor temperature range of possibly 60~70 degrees.
U

Thcrefore, very close control of panel temperature is

required. In addition, a floor panel possesses a very

large mass and, therefore, a large amount of thermal

inertia. As the outside temperature drops, for instance,



heat is lost from the building, and the room thermostat

calls for a greater output from the heating system. Be-

cause of the delay in heat transmission due to the thermal

inertia, by the time the panel is at a temperature

sufficient to carry the new, heavier load, the room

temperature will have dropped considerably. When the

proper room temperature is reached and the thermostat

cuts off the supply of heat to the panel, the panel

possesses so much heat that the room temperature will

keep increasing to a point considerably above that which

is desired.

In order to maintain the close temperature toler-

ance of a radiant panel, the usual bimetalic temperature

sensing elements are not adequate and electrical resis·

tance temperature sensing elements with electronic

-signal amplification are necessary. To overcome the

problem introduced by radiant panel thermal inertia,

an outdoor-temperature sensing element is wired in

series with an element that senses the water return

temperature frem the panel. The control circuit is

so arranged that a decrease in outside air temperature

causes an increase in the heat supply to the panel.
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In this way, hy the time the deoreased air temperature

is communicated through the building structure, the
radiant panel is hot enough to compensate for the ine
creased heat lose both by increasing the inside air
temperature and hy presenting a warmer surface to
eounteraet the greater radiant heat lose from the in~

dividual to the now—eolder building surface.
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Unit Air—Uonditioners

As defined in this study, unit air-eonditioners

are units which are connected only remotely to a central

cooling or heating system, and are designed to heat or
A

cool a single room or zone. In some instances, when

the unit is designed for cooling only, it is supplied

with refrigerant for direct expansion; however, in most

cases chilled water is used. With the latter method,
A

heated water may also be supplied for winter heating.

4Unit air—conditioners generally consist of a fan, a
” filter, and finned cooling or heating coils all con-

tained within a single casing. As such a unit is a
A

permanent part of the building, it is usually built

into the building structure with a grille through which

the conditioned air is discharged.

Unit air-conditioners have several advantages

over comparable systems. A remote unit supplying the —
iair

conditioninglrequirements of a single room or zone
A

lends itself readily to zone control. In addition,

y when unit air—conditioncrs are utilized, the large duct-

work required in a system where the air is conditioned
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at a central system is replaced by relatively inexpensive

und easily installed piping, Also, the requirements for

insulating piping serving unit air—conditioners are less

extensive than these fer eemparable ductwork,

The disadvantages of unit air—eonditioners are

that esndensate drains are necessary for each unit,

that humidity control is more difficult, and that no

outside air for ventilation can be supplied to the

conditioned space,

Water Pumps

In the installation of both hot-water radiant panel

heating systems and unit air~conditioning systems using

either chilled or hot water, a pump is necessary for

water circulation, Because of its characteristic silent
operation, instantaneous adjustment to varying loads, and

steady discharge, the centrifugal pump is usually employed,

For residential installatiens the use of a single—stage,

single section pump bolted directly to the driving

electric motor casing has been universally accepted, The

principle disadvantage of the centrifugal pump is that it
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must be primed fer starting if the easing is net full of

water, Where the pump cannot he installed se that it has

a positive suctien head, an automatic priming system is

sometimes necessary,
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Load Determination

ln general, the function of a residential heating

or cooling system is to maintain optimum conditions for
human comfort and health within the dwelling. In order

to be healthy and comfortable the human body must con-

stantly lose heat by means of convection, radiation,
and evaporation. The rate of heat loss by convection
is a function of the surrounding temperature; the heat
loss by radiation is determined by the temperature and
proximity of objects or surfaces surrounding the in-

dividual; and the heat loss by evaporation is dependent
upon the relative humidity and movement of the air
adjacent to the individual. The quantitative determin-
ation of these environmental conditions is dependent

upon several factors, such as the amount of clothing

worn, the amount of physical activity, and the age, sex,
and race of the individual. Although much analytical
work has been done in the field of physical comfort,
the final determination is psychological; if a person

does not feel comfortable in his surroundings, then
these surroundings fail in this respect.



The American Society of Heating and Air Cendie
tioning Engineers (A„3„H.A.E.) has done considerable

research in this field and has tabulated the results

in their Heating Ventilating gud gi;;Qongitioning
Guide.(12) Therefore, the logical approach to the

design of a heating or cooling system for au indivi—
dual or group of individuals, is to consult these
data and from them to select design conditions that
result in the maximum sensatiou of comfort to the
individual cr to the majority of individuals; from

these conditions the final design may be determined,
but it is also necessary that the design evolved be
sufficieutly flexible to permit reasonable adjustments
in its output.

A

The primary requisite of a heating or cooling
system is the maintenance of a satisfactory room-air
temperature. Therefore, the system must be designed
to balance the losses or gaius of heat to or from

the room. In general, these heat losses and gaius

are caused by the transmission of heat through the
building structure; by infiltration of outside air,
er by the positive introduction of outside air for
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ventilating purposes; and additional heat gaius from

human bodies, mechanical equipment, and solar radiation.

Trgnsmission

The transmission of heat through the building

structure follows the fundamental law of heat transfer:

Q¤UADm

where Q = heat transmitted (BTU per hour)
U = overall coefficient of heat transfer,

(BTU/hour/°F Dm/sq.ft.)
A = area of material transverse to direction

of heat flow (sq.ft.)
Dm = logarithmic mean temperature difference

(°F). In this case, Dm becomes the simple
temperature difference across the material.

The choice of a practical outside design temper-

ature is very important. The coldest or warmest

recorded temperature should not be chosen because

the extra cost of installing a system with sufficient

capacity to cover this remote contingency would not

be economical; also, the thermal inertia of the
building structure is often sufficient to cancel the
effect of extremely low temperatures for several
days. Conversely, the average summer or winter tem-
perature should not be used, since conditions with
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temperatures above er below the average are the rule

rather than the exception, and undersized equipment

would result. Therefore, in order to choose an outdoor

design temperature, it is necessary to establish a sat-

isfactory balance between the desire to insure against

abnormal climatic conditions and the cost of heating or

cooling equipment. The A.S.H.A.E. has compiled a table

of outside design conditions for various locations that

have proved satisfactory for a majority of cases (A.S.H.

A.E. Guide pp 273-276, 245-249).(12) However, these

design temperatures must be altered as necessary to fit

the particular application in question.

Every part of a building envelope resists the

transmission of heat to some extent. This is not only

true of the solid building materials, but also of air

spaces, reflective surfaces, and air films on the in-

terior and exterior of the structure. To determine the

overall coefficient of heat transmission, the coefficients

of all of the elements in the structure are combined:
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where fo ¤ outside air-film coefficient (6.0 with a 15are wma) 14

fi = inside air~film coefficient (1.65 for still
air)

C1,C2,C3 = the individual conductances of the
successive thermal barriers.

To determine the individual values for C for homogenous

materials it is necessary to consult a handhook and

determine the unit conductivity, K, of the material

and use the relation

C „ g_ .
X

where X = the thickness of the material (in.)
K - the unit conductivity of the material,

(BTU/hr./sq.ft./°F/in. thickness)

For non—homogenous materials such as concrete
blocks and hollow tile, values cf C must he ob-
tained for the particular component.

Solar Radiation
In computing cooling loads, the effect of the

radiation of the sun's energy into a building must he

taken into account, but, as the coldest temperatures
are usually experienced at night, the heat of this
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radiation is not suhtracted from the heating load. Solar

radiation threugh glass areas is instantaneous and quan~

titavely dependent on the type and thickness of the glass

and the angle of incidence at which the light strikes

the glass. By multiplying the square feet of glass area

times a sun factor, the solar heat load through the

glass may be calculated. This value must be further

multiplied by pertinent factors that take into account

·window shading and unusual types of glass. A tabulation

of all these factors may be found in Carrier's Besigg

Qgjg, pp 72-82.(4) As will be noted in these tables,

there is a sun factor for window areas not subject to

direct sunlight. This accounts for heat gaius through

_glass areas due to reflected solar radiation.
Solar radiation is also transmitted through opaque

building materials, but this is not instantaneous trans-

mission. The exterior surface of the building absorbs

radiant heat and transmits it to the interior walls by

eonventional transmission. The resulting delay in trans~

mitting heat into the building in most cases lessens

its intensity, as by the time the inside wall begins to
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heat up, the change in sun angle may bc such that heat

is being transmitted bach to the outside. In very heavy

structures, these conditions cause an almost constant
I

rate of introduction of solar heat over a 24 hour period.

In practice, solar keating plus transmission

through opaque materials is calculated by using a value

of temperature difference that would cause the same heut
‘ gaius due to ordiuary transmission alone. These tem-

perature differentials are tabulated in Carrier's
‘ Desigp Dgjg, pp 89—90.(4)

Xggjglgtion and Infiltrajigg
Both ventilation and infiltration introduce out-

side air into a building; while ventilation is the

positive introduction of air into a building, infiltra-

tion is the introduction of air through cracks around

doors and windows or through porous building material

caused by wind pressure, induction due to exkaust fans,

or a stack or chimney effect. In winter this outside

air must be heated to room temperature and constitutes

a heat loss from the building. In summer the air intro-

duced must be eooled and constitutes a heat gain to the

building.



The quantity of air introduced by ventilation can
usually be obtained by measurement or from the equipment
manufacturer. The determination of the quantity of in—

filtrated air is a more difficult process. The only
accurate means is to measure the total length of crack

and, from appropriate tables, determine the cubic feet

per minute (CFM) of air introduced (A.S.H.Ä.E. Guide,

pp 222»227).(lg) The quantity of air per square foot
of porous building material may also be determined fromthese tables. W

When the amount of outside air entering a building
has been computed, the heat load to or loss from the
building can be calculated by the relationship

where Q - heat load or loss (BTU/hr.)
CP = specific heat of air (0.24)

Qcfm ¤ air quantity (CFM)
dä = density of air, often taken as 0.075(1b./¤a.rt.}¢>T = difference between inside and outside

air temperature (°F)
This formula can be simplified by using 0.075 lb./cu.ft.
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as the density of standard air and eombining values

Eguipment Load

Heat gaius from equipment are net usually taken

into account in designing residential heating or cooling

systems as these loads are relatively small and often
intermittent.

Human Occupgney

Although the heat given off by human beings is ‘

definitely a very significant quantity when considering

theaters, restaurants, or similar buildings, in resi-

dential work this load is usually considered insignifi-

cant and is therefore disregarded.

Latent Heat Leads

When suffieiently humid air passes through an
air-refrigerating eoil such as is used in residential

cooling, the air is cooled below its dew point tempera-
ture and some of the moisture contained in the air
condenses• When this moisture condenses, it gives eff

its latent heat of vaporization to the coil and constitutes
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a load on the refrigeration equipment. For instance,

at 70°F, 1054.3 BTU of refrigeration are required for

every pound of water condensed. In selecting air-

cooling equipment, therefore, the latent heat load must

be added to the other heat loads to insure sufficient

equipment capacity.
In residential cooling, two sources of moisture,

and therefore latent heat load are considered. The most

important of these is the moisture introduced by out-

side air infiltration or ventilation. The other latent

heat load is the moisture given off by people in the

building. This moisture source is relatively small and

usually is disregarded unless frequent large gatherings

in the home are contemplated.
The heat load due to latent heat may be calcu-

lated by using the formula given by Carrier(6)

Q ¤ 0.67QcfmAG
where Q ¤ latent heat load (BTU/hr.)

Qcf • air flow quantity (CFM)
AE = the amount of moisture removed from the

air (Grains/lb. of dry air)
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Humidity Control

The humidity of the air is a very important factor

to be considered in human comfort. The relative humidity

of the air controls the rate of evaporation from the body

and, therefore, the amount of heat lost by an individual.

Further, extremes of humidity cause discomfort; too low

a relative humidity causes a dry, parched feeling, while

too high a relative humidity causes a damp, clammy feel-

ing. These humidity extremes are also injurious to many

materials found in homes.

ln the winter, the atmospheric humidity is as high

or higher than in summer months, however heating is

usually necessary in the home, and when the atmospheric

air enters the heated space, its relative humidity de-

creases. Thus, the average humidity problem in the

winter is one of adding moisture to the air. This may

be accomplished by placing a vessel of water adjacent

to a heating surface and relying on evaporation of the

water to bring the relative humidity of the inside air

within comfortable bounds. Humidity control may be

accomplished by employing a hygrostat to control the
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flow of water to be added to the air, usually in a
plenum or section of duct.

During the summer, as the atmospheric air enters

the cool environment of the building, especially one in

which the air is artificially eooled, its relative
humidity increases. If air refrigerating coils are used,
the air in passing over these coils will reach its dew~
point and precipitate moisture on the coil. The amount
of moisture removed in this way will usually be sufficient
to maintain relative humidity within the relatively wide
variation in which human comfort is possible. Control
of summer humidity is difficult and so expensive that
it is not usually considered in residential installations.

In general, it may be statcd that summer humidity cen-
trol necessitates reheat of the conditioned air. The
usual method employed is to have a hygrostat control
the air-refrigerating equipment temperature; this cools
the air below the dcsired supply temperature in order

to remove the necessary amount of moisture. The air is
then heated up under thermostatic control to the desired
supply temperature.
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Refrigerants

There are in existence today a multitude of dif-

ferent refrigerants, and for any particular application

there are several that would function effectively.

Each of these refrigerants demonstrates particular

adsantages and disadvantages. For instance, ammonia

· {NH3) has the highest specific refrigerating effect of

any refrigerant; however, since ammonia is toxic, it

is considered too dangerous for most residential appli- w

cations.
E E E

The freons are a safe group of refrigerants.
E They will not burn or explode, they are not toxic, and

they have good refrigeration characteristics. hue_to

their acceptibility for domestio utilisatiou, two mem—

here of the freon family are the most common refrigerants

used in new equipment for homes. They are Freon—l2

{hichlorodifluoromethane) and Ereon-22 (Honooh1orodi~

fluoromethane).

The great majority of heat pump installatioue

reviewed hy the author used Freon—12 as the refrigerant.
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The preference for Fre0u—l2 over Freon-22 for heat pump

installations may easily he perceived by examining

their respective refrigerating characteristies for a

typical set of heat pump operating conditions, for

example, 30°F evaporator and l20°F condenser tempera-

tures. While Freon-12 would have a suction pressure

of 43.16 psia und a discharge pressure cf 171.8 psia,

Freon-22 would have a suction pressure of 69.97 psia

and a discharge pressure of 277.3 psia. Thus, it is

seen that the refrigerating characteristics of Freon-22

are excellent, but during the heating cycle, excessively

high condensing pressures would be necessary, requiring

heavier equipment. ·
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V. THE IHVESTIGATION

The Requirements of the Heat Pump System

In order te justify the additional expense of
any custom—bui1t residcntial air—eonditioning system,
the peeuliar desires and requirements of the client as
well as normal air—conditioning factors must be taken

into consideration.

In this case the client is Brig. General C. H.

Shuey, U.S.M.C. (Ret.). Although General Shuey has
reeently retired from the United States Marine Corps,
he is at present, and expeets to be for several years,
aetively engaged in industry. This home, therefore,
will be first a vacation home, but ultimately, General
and Mrs. Shuey's permanent residence.

The primary requirements ef the clients are, of
course, for an adequate, troub1e—free heating system
with sufficient reserve capacity to cover any reasonable

climatie contingencies. The clients and the architect
have decided upon a hotswater heated radiant floor panel

R

as the mode of heating. Aside from the several advantages
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pertinent to electric heating, a heat pump was decided

upon as a means of heating because of its ability to

q provide reversed·cycle summer cooling.

The residence is to be constructed on Sinnepuxant

Bay a few miles from Ocean City, Maryland (see page 71).

Summer climatic conditions at this location are generally

quite pleasant, as ocean breezes moderate the high

temperature. Because of these conditions, the clients

have expressed a definite animosity toward a constant

summer air-refrigcration process, prefering instead to

have a house architecturally suited to take maximum ad—

vantage of the prevalent wind for ventilation purposes.

However, there are several periods during the average

summer when the heat does become oppressive, and during

these periods air—coo1ing equipment has been judged to

be a werthwhile investment.

Because in all but the dryest locations a radiant

panel system is completely unsatisfactory as a means of

cooling, auxiliary air—cooling equipment will be installed.

After investigating several possibilities, unit air con—

ditioners supplied with ehilled water from the heat pump
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were decided upon. ln addition, during the winter these

units may easily be supplied with hot water from the heat

pump and be made to function as an auxiliary hosting

system. This would not only insure reserve capacity

during very cold weather, but while the residence is

being used as a vacation home, these units would help

overooms the objectionable time lag associated with

initiating a radiant heating system after a prolonged

shut~down.

huring the hosting or cooling season the heat
t pump installation is to function under normal automatic

zone»temperature control. However, as General Shuey

is a shilled ongineer, he is well able to change over

cyoles and make necessary adjustments to the heat pump

system. Therefore, expensive automatic valves and

similar equipment can be eliminated from the installa-

tl0H•

As the environment of this location is quite

humid, winter humidification is not deemed a necessary
requiremcnt of the system, and as summor dehumidifica—

tion would be very cxpensive, neither will this be a
factor in the heat pump design.
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Load Caleulations

,Qesigp Coqgitggpg
No tabulated data ou recommended design conditions

are available for any cities near the site of this resi~

denne. The nearest oity for whieh this data has been

eompiled is Norfolk, Virginia whieh is about 100 miles

to the south; Norfolk has a winter design temperature

of löoh and summer design temperatures er 950F dry bulb

und 7S“F wet bulb (A„S„H.A„E„ Guide, pp 273~276, 245e

2d0)„(12) Using these conditions as a basis, a winter

design temperature of l0°F and summer temperatures of

95°F dry bulb and TSÜF wet bulh have been seleoted•

An inside winter design temperature of 70°F has

been seleeteds Due to the fast that radiant heating
1

permits the use of lower inside temperatures, this

design temperature is several degrees above the usual

design temperature for this type of heating„ However,

as this residence is being designed as a retirement

home fer older people, this higher temperature is de~

sirable• The client desires a temperature differential

of 10 to 15 degrees between inside and outside summer



conditions, therefore, an inside summer design tempera-

ture of 80°F has been selected.

t F As will he noted on the house floor plan (page

76 and Figure 10), the garage and workshop area is

l designated as zone 4. This space is not to receive

summer cooling and is only to be heated to a winter

design temperature of SUÜF.

Because the client has required zoning and zone

temperature control in all but zone 4, the summer and

winter load calculations will be made separately for

each zone. No heat transmission through interior walls

will he considered except that through the inside wall
r adjaoent to zone 4.

As the floor of this residence is to be used as

a radiant panel, no heat loss through the floor will be

eomputed. The heat transmitted to the earth under the

concrete floor slab constitutes a heat loss from the

radiant panel and will he accounted for in designing

the panel.

The floor plans and the four outside wall ele-

vations of the house are shown on pages 76 to 78. The
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roof eanstraetian eensists ai 2” Santhern Yellow Pine
glanhs, 2" rigid foam glass iasnlation and 5 ply felt

bnilt—up rauf with 1/S" gravel slag. All fixed glass

is of double Thermopaae with l/4" air space between

games; the operating sash area will he of single glass.

The seath and west glass areas are ta have light eelored
eanvas awnings. The apaqne wall sections are of l/2“

glywaod sheathing covered with either l/4" eements
asbestas heard or l/d" finish glywaed on the outside,
alaminua feil covered 3" hatt insalation, and 3/S"

plywood paneling an the inside. The daars are l·3/4"

wood.
0

The values of U (BTU/hr./ÜF Dm] sq.ft.) and
G (BTU/hr./°F Em/sq.ft.) are as given in the A.S.H.A.E.
Guide, pp 167-l9S:(l2}

Roof U ¤ 0.10
1/4“ 0ement»asbestos C
Single Glass 0 ~ 1.13äoahle Glass
U§?g§SP1ywaodg = gilt

3" lnsulating hatt 0 = 0.064
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The values ef 5 fm? the wa?} shstions may bs computed
using the relatißnship

11 ¤ _ 1

Ö3
vhsra hu = outsidw oosfäisicnt (6.0 for

15 MFH wind) iz
hi = änsiäw eesffieisut (1.65 far

still air)(

Wh11 A censists of

3/8 " intexier p1yw0063” hatt 1nsu1at1on
1/2" plywooé shsathing1/4“ extsrior plywood

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
6 1.65 3.11 .664 2.12 1.6

1 nm/ sq.1t.)
17.763

Hääl B comsists 0f

3/8" ihtexior plywnmd
B" hatt insulstiau
1/2" p1yw0oä sheathing
1/é" c6ment—asbsst0s boaxd

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
6 1.65 10.8 .061 2.12 1.6

U 0.058 {BTU/hr./°F Bm/sq.ft.}
17.562
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Because the values of U for both types of wall section
arc so close} the larger value of 0.058 will be used

V

_ for all of the opaquc wa11s.w V V (VV

For infiltration calculations. the two adjacentj n 4V
walls of a zone with the greatest leakage were considered.VlVVV
The only sources of infiltratiou that were considered DV
were cracks around doors and windows. The method used V

to compute the flow of infiltration was to calculate
VV

the total length of various cracks around windows and Q

doors. und multiply this figure by the CFM per foot ef
crack as found in the A.S.H.A.E. Guide, pp 205—223. for
the conditions eucountered.(12) The CFM of infiltration
per foot of crack for this building (based ou 15 MFH
wind) are as followss

Hinged Wood Doors 0.60
Awning Windows 0.55
Garage Doors 3.20

The sensible loss or gain due to infiltration was found
by means of the formula

Q = 1.08 Qctm^T
where Q • heat loss er gain (BTU/hr.)

- Qcf = infiltrated air flow (CFM)( AT ¤ difference between inside and outside airtemperature (°F)



Q?.

The latcnt heat Road during the summer was computcd
nxaing than formzxla G

Q “ Qa.;za^Q
where AG = change in muiatara ccntenä ef tha air

(Grains/lb. of dry air)
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Winter Transmission Heat Losses

Item U Area 6 Dm _ H¢¤t LOS8

Zone 1 - . 0 V ‘ Q -
Class (single) 1.15 81.1 · 60- _ 7 5500

— Glass (double) 0.62* . -#C.6 ‘ 60 ·
‘

1510
A 1 ·_\4al1 - ä 0.058 256.2 60 · · 850_‘ Roof - - ” ”

00.10 1581,0 ' _ 60 2280Total . T · 10120
·Zone2 ’ - . » A 7 'J . ,' ‘

Glass (single) 1.15 ‘ 105.5 60 1 7000
Glass (666616} 0.62 es1510’» wall · ‘ I ‘ 0.058 259.0 60" _ 1 900
Roof . 0.10 #58.0 2620 · ·
Door _ ‘ -0.51 „ 21.0 _6C 6#5

Totai 1 17 2. 1 -11267;„

Zone 5
‘

. · A _ ‘ ”
Glass (single)- 1.15 159.0 = 60 9#0O' Glass (double) -0.62 ‘ 101.5 1

605
1 5780 ”

„'-I Wlll
-” (0.058 280.0 60 ° 975

Roof 0.10 669.6 60 · _ #010-
- Door ‘ 0.51 ‘ 21.0 60 _ _ 6#5

Wall to Zone # 1 0.058 258.0 V 20
I 7 276

Door to Zone # 8 C.5l 21.0 20 21#
Total ·- - V _' · * 19298

Zone-
Glass (Single) 1.15 101.0 no #570 ·

1 Wall 0.058 266.0 _ ao 618
Roof “

·0.10 #29.0 « no 1720
1 Door 0.51 21.0 Ac

‘
#29

V . · Garage Door 0.51 11#.0 7 A0 7 I ‘2520
Total ‘ 9657



Table II
Winter Infiltration Heat Losses

I

Item Length CFM per ‘ Ggf, Heat Loss_g ’ of Grack ft. Crack ·
Zone

1Windows 10# 0.55 57.2 60 5710

Zone 2 ‘
Windows 150 0.55 . 71.5 60 #670

Zone
5Windows 1#5 _ 0.55 78.6 60 5100
Door _ 20 0.60 12.0 60 [[8

5878
Zone # · A ‘

Windows 65 0.55 ‘ 55.8 ho 1550
Garage Door #5 5.20 1##.0 · no 6220

; F _ 7770



E Table 111 .

Summer Transmission and Solar Heat Gains

„ Item U or Sun Area Hßlt GainFactor l
Zone 1 _· Solar Radiation

North Glass (single) l# #9.5 69# _
(double) 9 20.5 185

East Glass (single) l# 55.0 #62
(double)

”
9 22.5 205

Glass Transmission (single) 1.15 81.1 15 1580
(double) 0.62 bo.6 15 _ 5#5

Radiation & Transmission *
North Wall 0.058 178.5 1D 10#
East Wall 0.058 _ #8.0 li 55

. Roof 0.10 581.0 5 1500
Total K7öK

Zone
2Solar Radiation

East Glass (single) l# 55.5 #70
(double) 9 10.0 90

South Glass (single) 7 61.5 #50
(double) 5.6 20.5 ll#

North Glass (single) A 1# · 11.5 158
(double) 9 20.5 182

Glass Transmission (single) 1.15 105.5 15 1755( _ (double) 0.62 #0.6 15 5#5
Radiation & Transmission

East Wall 0.058 65.5 12 ##
South Wall 0.058 178.5 20 207
North Wall · 0.058 15.5 10 _ 8‘
Door 0.51 21.0 10. 1 107
Roof _ 0.10 #58.0 5# 1#

Total 5:00

Zone 5 ·
Solar Radiation

East Glass (single) l# 6.0 8#
South Glass (single) 7 60.8 #26

(double) . 5•6 #0.6 228
West Glass (single) 19 59.0 g _ 7#0

(double) 16 60.8 * 975
Glass Transmission (single) 1.15 159.0 15 2560

(double) 0.62 _ 101.5 15 860
Radiation & Transmission

South Wall 0.058 97.0 20 115
West Wall 0.058 58.5 12 #1

. East Wall 0.058 7#.0 12 56
Door 0.51 21.0 12 129
Roof 0.10 669.6 5# 2275
Wall to Zone # 0.656 258.0 15 207
Door to Zone # 0.51 21.0 15 18

Total 8510



Table IV
1 Summer lnfiltretion Latent and Sensible Heet Gains

1 item Length CFM per Qcfm LBG é>T Latent Sensible
of Crack ‘ ft. Crack _ Load Load

Zone 1
Windows I ICL C.f5 5}.2 26 15 995 926

Zone 2
Nindows

” 15C C.55 71.5 26 15 1250 116C· Zone 7 1
Windows lL‘ C.55 YS.6 26 15 1570 127C
poor 2C C„6C 1 12.C 26 15 _21Q _1§j

5 1536 156i

L Fable V - u
Simmary ~

_
7

Item Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 5 Zone L Total

äinter Transmis non lUl2C 12675 1929“ 9657 5175C «
kinter lnfiltration 7flQ _jQZQ 55[S
ZYZQTotal.lf?“O l7¥L5 251}6 l7L27 VSYYS

Summer Transmission LYCL {LLC $5lC 1861L
Summer lniiltrstion » .

Latent 995 125C 1580 5%25
Sensible T2g§ 1160 15§5 * _ 5651 .

6625 7SlC 11655 26C9C ·
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Desin of the Radiant Floor Panel System

Several approaches to the design of radiant heating

panels are aoceptable„ Manufacturers of the various _

components of radiant heating systems have published

simplified design procedures based mainly on past experi-

ence and principally for the guidance of building

contractors, while authors of textbooks become more

involved with the theory of radiant heating• As a basis

for the solution of this design problem, the author

utilized two references, a handbook published by Chase

Brass and Copper Company,(23) and a text by Severus

and Fe1lows.(19)

The floor of this building is a 4" thick conerete

slab over 6" of crushed rock fill. The edge of the

slab is bounded by 2" rigid insulation which extends

3 feet back under the slab. There are l-1/2" of con-

crete above the top of the radiant heating coils•

Because of its chemical stability and ease of installa-

tion, soft copper tubing similar to Chase Type L will

be specified for the radiant panel coils•
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The usual method of laying out the radiant panel

tubing is to supply hot water to several panels through
a single main with balance valves to regulate the flow
to each panel at the takeoff from the main, As in this
particular installation, the use of this method would

uecessitate having balance valves in the slab at remote
locations with some sort of cover over the Valve access
holes, all of the individual panels will be supplied
from a central location, the utility room, As this
method has the disadvantage of requiring relatively long

i
lengths of tubing with accompanying high pumping heads,
l" 0,D, tubing was the minimum size desirable for use in
this installation, -

To account for the heat lost from a radiant floor
S panel on the ground to the earth, the usual procedure is

to increase the design load of the area to be heated by
a certain percentage, Severus and Fellows recommend that
for a type of construction similar to that of this build-
ing, the design heat load be increased by 10% to obtain
what will be referred to as the corrected design heat
1oad,(6)
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The capacity of a radiant heating panel is rated

in BTU/hr./sq.ft. cf panel. To obtain this rating,

Severus and Fellows recommend the use of the formula(19)

H -= saww - TP)
where H = the panel heat output (BTU/hr./sq.ft. of

panel)
S ¤ coil surface area per s .ft. of panel,

(sq.ft./sq.ft. of panel?
R = rate of heat conduction from coil surface

to panel surface per degree F of water te
anel surface temperature differential,

QBTU/hr./°F temperature difference/sq.ft.
of coil area)

Tw = mean water temperature (°F)
TP = panel surface temperature (°F)

Severus and Fellows gives curves to determine the values

of S and R for various combinations of pipe size and

spacing and depth of concrete over the coils. Chase

recommends that the surface temperature of the panel be

limited to 85-90°F.(23) A surface temperature of 90°F

was selected for this problem. Severus and Fellows ~

recommend that the maximum mean water temperature for

coils buried under l—l/2“ of concrete be 105°F and that

the temperature differential between the water inlet and

outlet to the panel be lO—l5°F.
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As Zone 2 of this house,has the greatest heat

load per sq.ft. of area available for a radiant floor

panel, it was designed first. As the value of H re-

quired was known, different values of S, R, and water

temperature were tried until a combination produced

the required value of H. With the mean watertempera-tnre

dictated by the design of the panel for Zone 2, —
A

the other panels could be designed in a similar manner.

Once the coil spacing of the heating coils was

known, the linear feet of tubing required for each

panel was computed. Chase gives the number of linear

feet of tubing per square foot of panel area as l ft.]

sq.ft. for 12" center-to-center spacing and 1.3 ft.] sq.

ft. for Q" spaeing.(23) By dividing the corrected heat

load for each zone by the temperature drop in the water

across the panel, the number of pounds of water to be

circulated per hour could be determined, and the neces-

sary number of gallons per minute (GPM) through the panel

could be computed by dividing this quantity by (60 x 8.33)

(assuming the specific heat of water to be 1). Once the

quantity of flow and the length of tubing in each circuit
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were known, the pressure drop across each coil was found,
using a flow chart for copper tubing published by Chase.(9)

The results of the radiant panel design are shown
i

in Table VI. It will be noted in Table VI that, due to
the unusually large heat load per sq.ft. of floor panel,
in Zones 2 and 3 it was necessary to use relatively
large 1-1/4" tubing to obtain the required capacity from
the panel. However, as this arrangement has the advan—
tage of producing such a low friction head across the
coils that a l0°F temperature drop could be obtained
without high pumping heads, in this way, the use of
1-1/4" tubing reduces the necessary condenser pressure
and, thereby, the heat pump compressor work.

Chase recommends that the coils carrying the
hottest water be installed adjacent to the outside walls,
and that the water be directed frem there tc the center
of the zone.(23) The layout of the radiant panel system
is shown in Fig. 10. y



_ Table VI P

Tabulated Results af tee Radiant Panel Lesign
I —

» .lte¤ ~ Zane 1 Zane 2 Zone T Zane 4

Design Heat Lead (BTU/hr.) lT8T0 17545 25176 17427
Cerrected Heat Lead (BTU/hr.} 152lT 19050 27694 19170
Floor area available far panels 508 $56 506 442lsq. rt.) T
Tuning nominal size (in.} 1 1-1/4 1-1/4 1
»0enter—to—center tube spacing (in.) 9 9 9 9
lnickness of cencrete over tubing 1-1/2 1-1/2 1-1/2 l·l/2

9
(in.}
Mean water temperature (°F} · 105 105 105 105
Panel surface temperature {°F} 90 90 90 9C‘ ‘ R (5TJÄhr. from cell surface ta 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5
panel surface/°F temperature
difference between water and „panel surface}
S (sq. tt. of ceil surface/sq. ft. 0.40 0.43 C.48 0.40
af panel area}
Area of panel (so. ft.} 508 520 462 585

iüumber of calls per zene 1 1 1 1
Rec'd tubing length per cail (ft.) 400 416 600 _ 500

*Tatal tubing length per coil (ft.) 458 476 620 500
Water temperature drop acress 10 10 10 10
panel

(‘F> — 4

Flow thrcugn panel tubing (GPM} _ 5.1 5.5 5.5 5.8
Pressure drop across panel (psi) 1.8 1.0 2.' 2.9

' Thls includes length of tubing from the utility roam to the zone
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Design of the Air·Cooling System

At the commencement of the design ef this build—

ing, it was necessary for the architect to know, in
general, what type of air-cooling apparatus would be
installed in order that the necessary space be allocated

for its installation, and unit air-conditioners, manu-
factured by Refrigeration Engineering Company of Los
Angeles, California, were selected. These small, compact
‘units are designed to be remotely installed in the loca—
tion to be air—conditioned and te be supplied with cold
water or refrigerant; if supplied with water, as they will
he in this particular installation, they may also be
used for winter heating by supplying them with hot water.
Each unit consists of either a two—row or four-row
finned eoil, an electric-motor driven fan, a removable
filter, and a rectangular sheet metal casing. Only two
of the unit air—conditioners produced by Refrigcration
Engineering are within the capacity range necessary for

„ this building. Their specifications are as fo1lows:(17)
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Model RE-75 RE-100

Nominal Rating (tous) .75 1.00
Air Quantity (CFM) 300.00 400.00
Coil Face Area (sq.ft„) .94 1.28
Coil Rows Beep 4.00 4.00
Motor Amps @ 115 vclts 1.80 2.00
Length of Unit (in.) 26.00 26.00
Width of Unit (in.)‘ 20.00 20.00
Height of Unit (in.) 12.00 15.00

In order to select the type of unit required to

carry a given load of each zone, it is necessary to assume_

a water supply temperature. For this installation, a

water temperature of 450F has been selected as one that

will give the necessary cooling capacity without re-

quiring excessive flow, or, more important, causing the

heat pump water chiller to operate at temperatures that

might cause ice to form on the cooling coils.

The supply and return water for the air-conditioning

units flowe through l/2" copper tubing running in the

floor slah. To reduce the water heat gaius in this cir-

cuit and to avoid cold areas on the floor that might

cause condensation, the cold water tubing will be covered

with insulating concrete prior to pouring the slab.

The air-cooling units for each zone were tenta—

tively selected on the basis of their nominal capacity.
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In accordauce with data supplied by the manufacturer,
and assuming a cooling water temperature rise of l0°F

through the unit, the exact capacity under design ccn~
ditions was then computed„

The air temperature drop through the unit was
eomputed with the formula

Ar;

,,whereAT = air temperature drop (O?)
· Q = sensible heat load to be handled by the

anat tere/ne.) v
Qcfm = unit air capacity (CFM)

The temperature of the air leaving the apparatus is the
design inside temperature (80°F) minus this temperature
drop. Assuming a counter flow arrangement (the warmest

air adjacent to the warmest water), the Logarithmic~

Mean—Temperature—Difference was computed by the formula

a B} „ hg
lege galBs

where Dm = LMTD
l

D1 = temperature difference between the entering
air and the leaving water (°F)

D2 = temperature difference between the leaving
air and the entering water (°F)
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The necessary water flow through the apparatus in GPM was

found by dividing the hourly heat load to bc handled by

the unit by (GG x water temperature rise r 8.33 lbs./gal.),

To determine the capacity of a unit, the manufacturer

gives the formnla(17)

Ißlftuwm

where Q = the unit air cooling capacity (BTU/hr.)
K = a characteristic coeffieicnt for the coll

(BTU/sq.ft. of coil face area/row of coilsf"i’ Bs)
A ¤ coll face area (sq.ft.)
R = number of rows of coils

hm = Logarithmic-Hean—Temperature—Difference
between the cocling water and the air (°F)

With the flow through the unit and the coil face velocity

given in the specifications, the value for K was ob-

tained from a table supplied by the manufacturer.(17)

The manufacturer also supplied a table showing the water

pressure drops across coils of different sizes at

various water flow rates. This pressure drop times the

number of rows of coils (assuming they are in series) is

the pressure drop across the unit, which, when added to

the piping losses produccs the total water pressure drop.
The results of the design calculations for each
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zone are säxomx Ia Tziéals VII. The eoolzäxxg system lay-

out is shmm in Figzxre 10.



Table VII .

t Results of·CooIing System Design

Item Zone 1 °Zone 2 Zone } _
” Refrigeration Lngineering Inc. Model No. R¤·7§ RL-Yf Rh·lCG

Cooling water temperature rise through IO IO IC
units Q'?)
Zane sensible heat gains (BDU/nr.} {GTC _ 6560 ICCY5
Zone total heat gaius YBIC 1165*5
Air handling capacity of unit {CFM) ECO 500 LOC
Air temperature drop tnrougn unit (°F] IP 2C 2}
Air temperature entering unit (°P} BO BC BC
Air tenperature leaving unit (°b} 62 6C
{YWatersupply temper•ture_(°F) L5 L5 L5
Leg—Mean·Temperature~Difference (°F) 2C.B IS.6 IY.B
Coil face area (sq. ft.} 0.9L C.9L 1.22
No. of rows of coils L L Q
Coil face velacity (ft./min.) {2C {2C fIC ‘
Recuired water flow (_<}i·l-il I.L 1.6 }.C
K i3TU'hr.Äsq. ft. of coil face area/ II2 11} 127
°? Dm/row}

I
' Unit cooling capacity, Q (BTU/nr.) 975C 8}}C 11YCC _

Water pressure drop across unit (psi} C.I6 · 0.19 0.5L i
Lengtn of supply piping (ft.} IIC 92 28
size of supply piping (in.} l/2 ' 1/2 1/2
Pressure drop in piping (psi) 2.2 2.} 2.1
Total grcssurc drop across cooling 2.L 2.5 2.6 ·
system {psi)
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heat Pump Water Supply

In reply to the author's request for information

concerning a well for supplying water to the heat pump

installation, General L, S, Swindler, U,S,M,C, (Rot.),

who lives adjacent to the property involved, wrote the

following:
,,,,,,.,The water in our well, which is shallow,
is just about 59° and I think that summer and win-
ter temperatures are relatively constant, l don't
know how much water can be pumped without danger
of salting, but they probably will salt rather
rapidly if there is no return„ The soil layer is
shallow—·l2" to l6”, Then comes a layer that

y varies from spot to spot, It all contains clay,
but it varies from sandy elay to somewhat dense,
This is the layer that nnderlies the marsh,
Water bearing sand is under this clay layer,
and is usually found at l2' to l6', There is
no long underground slope to feed the water
layer, It probably gets its reeharging from
rains that soah down through the sandy elay
subsoil, This is not a wet country, so re—
charging cannot be relied on to keep much in
the ground, I was greatly surprised when I found
that the summers here are on the average pretty
dry, This water, of course, earries considerable
organic matter and will work on steel pipes and
produce red water if untreated, I have not had
it analyzed, but it appears to have little hard—
HGSS but contains Sßmß 1IOH•••••••••••

Trans gives the temperature of wells in this p

region as about 60°F, however this figure is for walls
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from 30 to S0 feet deep.(2é) The United States weather

Bureau gives the annual mean air temperature in this

region as SG.tG?.(25) On the basis of these data, a

winter supply water temperature of SOGF und a summer

water temperature of SSG? was assumed.

As this well water is to be the source of domestio

water as well as the heat pump source, some means had to

be provided to prevent over«pumping of the supply well

with the accompanyiug danger of pulling salt or eontami—

nated marsh water into the system. lt was decided to

sink a second well about 30 feet from the first one (see

Fig. ll). After the water has oiroulated through the

heat pump exchanger, it will be disehargcd into the

second well und therevy prevent over—pumping of the

water-hearing sand layer. As the heat pump water and

the domestio water are to he drawu from the same source,

one pump will be used to supply both demands.
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Heat Pump Design

By comparing the corrected design winter heating

load of 81,156 BTU/hr. and the summer cooling load of

26,090 BTU/hr., it was immediately apparent that the

heat pump components must be designed for winter condi-

tions. To compensate for this seasonal inequality, some

means must he employed to run the heat pump at reduced
C capacity during the summer in order to avoid frequent

y 7 starting and stepping (eycling) of the compressor, and

subsequent inefficient operation. Capacity reduction is

also advantageous for heating during relatively mild

weather.C
To prevent constant compressor operation under

design heating conditions, and to provide a safety fac-

tor, the heat pump system was oversised so that the

design load may be handled with the heat pump in operation

16 out of 24 hours a day, necessitating increasingthecapacity

of all the heat pump components as well as the

ccmpressor. To avoid confusion, the design heat load

was simply multiplied by 24/16, giving a winter heat
load of 122,000 BTU/hr.
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To select the components fer the heat pump system,
pertinent literature published by the component manufac—
turers was used as a guide, and particular models of
siguificant equipment were specified.

A Freon—l2 was selected as the system refrigerant;
the values of its various properties were taken from
tables in Macintire and Hutchinson.(16)

Coggenser §elect;on
In the design of the radiant heating panels, itt

was determined that 16.2 GPM of water at a supply tem-
perature of 110°F and a return temperature cf l00°F were
required. A ccndenser temperature of 124pF was selected;
this gave a temperature difference between condensing
temperature and water inlet temperature of 24pF.

To compensate for dirt and scale depesits in
condensers, Carrier assigns a scale factor dependent
upon the source of the supply water; for well water
Carrier recommends a scale factor of 0.001.(11)

Carrier has published charactcristie curves for
each model of condenser that they manufacture. These
curves have GPM of flow plotted against heat rejection
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capacity (BTU/hr./OF differential between condensing
temperature and cooling water inlet temperature) for
different values of scale factor; each condenser model
also has a curve of water pressure drop plotted against
eps ot flow.(11)

For a flow of 16.2 GPM and a scale factor of
.001, the Carrier Model 5F40 8 pass condenser has a heatt
rejection capacity of 5300 BTU/hr./°F. Thus for a tem-
perature differential of 24pF between condensing and
water inlet temperatures, the Model 5F40 condenser has
a capacity of

5300 x 24 ~ 127,000 BTU/hr.
This value is sufficiently close to the required capacity

\

of 122,000 BTU/hr. This condenser has a water pressure
drop across it of 6 psi with a flow of 16.2 GPM.

The Carrier Model 5F40 condenser has the following
specifications:

Nominal tonnage 10Number of passes 4 or 8Shell OD, in. - 8-5/8Shell length between tube sheets, in. 54Tube size, in. a 3/4 finnedOverall condenser length, in. 63Water side surface, sq.ft. 20.5Refrigerant side surface, sq.ft. 66.4
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Number of tubes 32
Number of tubes per pass 8 or 4
Water connections 2, 1-1/4 PPT

1, 1-1/2 rer
Refrigerant inlet connection

size, in. 2
Refrigerant inlet type 4 bolt flat pad
Refrigerant outlet connection ‘ 4

size, in. 7/8 ODP
Refrigerant outlet connection type 2 bolt Valve
Stamped refrigerant working pressure,psi 235
Maximum water working pressure, psi 100
Fusible union size l/2 M flare
Maximum F—l2 storage capacity, lb. 77.6
Operating Charge, lb. 14
Condenser type Shell and Tube
Unless a cooling tower is used, Carrier recommends

that a water regulating Valve be installed to control
cooling water flow.(11) The water regulating Valve has
a connection to the condenser shell, so that if condenser
pressure increases, the Valve admits a greater cooling
water flow to the condenser. It was found that a 1-l/4"
water regulating Valve manufactured by Penn Electric
Switch Company had the required capacity with a 10 psi
pressure drop across the valve under design conditions.(11)

As the Carrier 5F40 condenser is designed to act
as the system receiver, a separate receiver will be un-
necessary.
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An evaporator temperature of 34°F, with a corres~
pending pressure of 46.4 psia, has been selected. Neglec—
ting pipe friction losses, this will give a pressure
differential across the expansion valve of 134.4 psi.
With this pressure difference, the Alec Thermal Expan-
sion Valve Type No. TJLBOOF has a capacity of 11.5 tens
or 138,000 BTU/hr. This is well over the minimum
required capacity and this expansion valve was selected
for the system. The TJLSOOF expansion valve has the
following specifications:(2)

Body types available Angle and Straight—thruInlet connection 7/8" ODMOutlet connection 7/8" ODM
Bulb tube length 5'
Bulb type External
Equalizer connection size 1/4" Male Flare or1/4“ oss
To compensate for any pressure drop through the

evaporator, an equalizer line from the evaporator outlet
to the valve is provided. Thus, the expansion valve
bulb strapped on the evaperator outlet line will sense
the amount cf superheat in the refrigerant for the exact
evaporator discharge pressure. The expansion valve is
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adjusted to preduce the desired amount of superheat at

the compressor suction by admitting more refrigerant

to the evaporator when the superheat increases and vice

verse. For this installation, the valve will be adjusted

to give lO°F superheat at the compressor auction.

Water Chiller Selection _
In order to select a water chiller, the necessary

rate of refrigerant flow must be calculated by dividing

the hourly heat rejected in the condenser by the speci-

fic enthalpy drop of the refrigerant through the

condenser• With an evaporator temperature of 34pF plus

l0°F superheat, the compressor suction temperature will

he 440F. To find the compressor discharge temperature,

Carrier gives the formula(11)

T2-r1_i1j;ä_22.;;l.where
T2 ¤ compressor discharge temperature (°Rankine)
T1 = ccmpressor suction temperature (°R)
Pg = compressor discharge pressure (psia)
P1 = compressor suctien pressure (psia)

n ¤ eompression process exponent
gä = compressor compression ratio
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Under design conditions of

T1 = 460 + 44 - 504°R
P2 = 130.8 Psia
P1 = 45.4 psiä
EE = 1§Q&§ = 3.90F1 46.4

Carrier gives the value of the exponent, n = 1.176.

Therefore

·- -· 6l6°B. - l56°F
The specific enthalpy of the superheated refrigerant

entering the eondenser is 96.5 BTU/lb. The enthalpy of

p the saturated liquid leaving the condenser is 37.2 BTU/lb.

The required rate ef refrigerant flow is therefore

%ä%gQgQ§gj§*”€“ ¤ 2100 lbs./hr.
The specific enthalpy of the refrigerant leaving the

evaporator is 83 BTU/lb. The enthalpy rise of the

refrigerant (assuming constant—enthalpy flow through

the expansieu valve) is
F

33.6 — 37.2 = 46.4 BTU/lb.

The heat that must be ahsorbed in the water chiller is
46.4 x 2100 = 97,400 BTU/hr.
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As this value is greatly in exeess of the summer cooling

load, the assumption that the winter heat load would dic—

tate the heat pump design was correct.

With a well water supply temperature of 60°r, an

assumed water temperature rise of l0°F through the ehiller,

and an evaporaticn temperature of 34“F, the LMTD in the

water ehiller may be computed

"¤· “ ° ··2i“’° $6 ’ ‘°‘2“F
e 5;

ge E,

With the assumed water temperature rise of l0°F through

the chiller, the water flow rate is equal to

=· 9740 iss./hr. or = 19.6 am
An Acme Industries Inc. shell and tube type water

chiller was selected. Acme Industries publish rating

curves for their units that give loading in BTU/hr./sq.ft.

of effective tube area, for various values of LMTD and
water flow rates. For a LMTD of 10.2°F and a water flow
rate of 19.5 GPM, these curves give a loading of 2050

BTU/hr./sq.ft. The area necessary for the heat pump

water ehiller is
i
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97 400 47.5 sq. ft. T
The Acme water chiller Model DFX 806-K has an effective
area of 50.0 sq.ft. and was selected for this installa-
tion. The speeifications of this water ehiller are as
follows:(1)

Effective tube area, sq.ft. 50
Number of tubes 44
Tube length 5’ 11-3/4"
Shell, 0D, in. 8-5/8
Water connections 1-1/2 FPT
Refrigerant suetion connection, in. 2-1/S
Refrigerant liquid connection, in. 7/8
Equalizer connection size, in. 1/4 FPT
Insulation 3" rock cork laid

in hot asphalt
covered with 20
gauge steel.

Compressor Selection

Carrier Corporation has compiled tables showing
the capacity in BTU/hr. of their line of compressors.
The rating of these units depends on condenser tempera-
ture, evaporator temperature, and RPM of operation.(18)

At a condensing temperature of 124°F, an evaporator
temperature of 34°F, and at 1750 RPM, the Carrier Model
5F40 Compressor has a refrigerating capacity of
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104,000 BTU/hr., which is ample to carry the design re-
frigerating capacity of 97,400 BTU/hr. At this capacity,
the Model 5F40 Compressor requires 12.8 brake horsepower.
The speeifications of this compressor unit are as follows:(11)

Cylinder arrangement V
Number of cylinders 4
Type of capacity control AutomaticDirection of rotation EitherSuction connection size 2-1/8” 0DFDischarge connection size 1-3/8” ODFMaximum height (incl. base) 26-3/8"Length of base 48-1/8*Bore v 2-1/2•·
Stroke 2”
Displacement at 1750 RPM 39.80 CFM
As was mentioned, the low summer capacity re-

quirements dictate some form of compressor capacity
control to avoid frequent cycling. The Model 5F40 has
an integral capacity control system that gives capacity
steps of 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%. This system is moti-
vated by compressor suction pressure and functions by
lifting the suction valves off the seats of succcssive
cylinders as the suction pressure drops. As the system
operates by means of oil power pistons and relays, the
compressor is unloaded at starting, and remains unloaded
until the compressor oil pump builds up pressure, per-
mitting the use of‘a normal starting-torque driving motor.
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There is 6600 volt AC power available at the

street transfermer adjacent te the building site, there-

fore, three-phase 220-volt power will be available to

drive the eompressor. A 15 BHP, 220-volt, three phase,

1750 RPM, squirrel-eage roter induction motor with

normal starting-torque was selected to be coupled direc-

tly to the heat pump compressor„

As the 5F40 Compressor does not incorperate

jacket cooling, Carrier recemmends that a suctien line

heat exchanger not be used unless it is necessary to

boil off liquid refrigerant.(11) In this installation,

the expansion valve will maintain l0°F superheat at

the cempressor suction and a heat exchanger will not

be instal1ed•

Carrier states that an oil separater in the com-

presser discharge line is not necessary unless a flooded

A evaporater is used.(11) With this recommendatien as a

basis, an oil separater was not included in the heat

pump system, however, if under operating conditions one

preves necessary, it may be installed with relatively

little effert•
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Refrigerant Pipiag

The refrigerant piping system and the relative
positions of the cycle components are shown in Fig. 12.
The compressor, condenser and water chiller will be
located against the south wall of the utility room. The

Model 5F40 compressor and 5F40 condenser are produced
as a unit, and the unit base is so arranged that the W

eondenser will fit directly underneath the compressor.
The water chiller is placed on factory—supplied saddle
braekets which in turn are bolted to a 2“ angle iron
stand bolted to the floor.

The refrigerant flows from the condenser liquid
valve, through the solenoid valve, liquid strainer,
manual shut—off valve, and expansion valve and into the
water chiller. From the water chiller, it flows to the
compressor suction valve, is compressed, flows through
the compressor discharge valve and into the condenser.
The 1-3/8” OD line from the compressor to the condenser
is supplied hy the manufacturer.

„ Heat Pump Water Sgstem c

The heat pump water system layout is shown in Fig.l3.
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During the heating cycle, water from the domestic water

system flows through the solenoid Valve, through a four-

way Valve, and into the water chiller where heat is

removed from the water. It then flows through a four-

way Valve to the discharge well. Water flows from the

circulating pump, through a four-way Valve, through the

condenser water regulating Valve, and into the condenser

where the water is heated• It then flows through a four-

way valve to the radiant coil manifold„ The heating

water supplied to the radiant panels is eontrolled by

the 2-position motorized valves. Unless auxiliary heat

is desired, the valves to the air-conditioning units

are closed. lt will be noted that one panel supply line

is not controlled with a motorized Valve; this is the

line to Zone 4 which has manual heat contro1• During

the cooling cycle, the outside water circuit removes

heat from the condenser, and the air-cooling water gives

up heat in the water chil1er• The valves to the radiant

panels are closed and the valves supplying water to the

air-coolers are cpened• During both cycles, the motor-ized valves control the flow of inside water• I
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All the water piping is to hc 1-1/4" standard
galvanized iron, and all the fittings are to be screwed.

The quantity of flow and pipe—friction losses in
the system were found to be greatest during the keating

cycle. The pressure dreps across the elements of the
outside water circuit during the keating cycle are as
fellowsz

lpgp_ Pressure Drop {psi)
58* of 1-1/4" pipe 2.2
2 feur—way valves 1.0
Water chiller 2.9
10-90° Elbows 1.2
Solenoid Valve _gpQ

Total 11.3
The well pump must have sufficient capacity to supply
19.5 GPM at 11.3 psi at the solenoid Valve plus the
normal domestic water demands.

The water solenoid Valve will be wired te the
compressor starting circuit so that it will remain open
all the time the cempressor is running and shut when the
compresser steps (see Figure 15). An Alco Model R350

l•l4” solenoid Valve was selected for this system.
The keating cycle also involves greater flow and
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pressure drops in the inside circuit than does the summer

cooling cycle. Under design conditions, the total flow

through the radiant panels is 16.2 GPM. Although the

heating panel for Zone 4 has the greatest pressure drop,

it is not controlled by a motorized valve; the pressure

drop across the panel for ZoneA3 plus the pressure drop

across its motorized valve proved to bc higher than the

drop across Zone 4. The pressure drops across the inside

circuit elements are as follows:

ljpp Ppppsure Drop Qpgil
Zone 3 Radiant Panel 2.5
Motorised Valve 1.0
2 Four-Way Valvcs 2.0
Condenser 6.0
Condenser Water Regulating Valve 10.0
Globe Valve 0.5
2 Tee's 0.7
8 90° Elbows 0.8
18* of 1-l/4" pipe 0.5

Total 24.0

A 1-1/4“ circulating pump with a minimum capacity of

16.2 GPM at 24 psi is necessary for this system. It will

operate on single—phase 110 volt AC power, and must bg

capable of continuous operation.

An expansion tank to eompensate for thermal expan-
sion and contraction of the inside circuit water is to be
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provided. Automatic air vente in the highest points of

the system are also to he installed as shown.

Tempepature Control Circuit

The temperature control cireuit is schematically

shown in Figure 14. The numbcred components cf the

circuit are as follows:

1. Bell and Gossett Type 1lL 1-1/4" motorized
VBIVB •

2. 110/24 volt motorized valve transformer
(supplied with the valve).

3. Minneapolis-Honeywell TA42D snap—action room
thermostat with a Ql52A sub-base.

4. Alco M635 Refrigerant solenoid valve.
3. Minneapolis-Honeywell T4l5B mercury switch

remote hulb thermostat.
6. Johnson Service Co. T-386 Electronic Duo-Stat.

Buring the heating cycle, the remote zone thermo-

stats control the flow of hot water to the zone radiant

panels; at the same time, the function of the Duo-Stat

is to compensate for the effect of outside temperature

on the heat load and the thermal inertia of the floor

panels by regulating the temperature of the supply water

with respect to outside temperature. As the zone thermo-

stats can be switched manually from heating to cooling

operation, they continue to control water supply during
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the cooling cycle, but now the supply water temperature

is eontrolled by means of a remote bulb type thermostat.(3)

The refrigerant solenoid Valve controls the

p starting and stopping of the eompressor; when the sole-

noid Valve is energized, the eompressor runs; when the
solenoid Valve is de-energized, the compressor will stop.

During the heating cycle, when a zone requires

heat, it closes the circuit to its motorized Valve which

opens, permitting hot water to flow to the zone. When

the motorized Valve opens it closes an internal switch
which is in series with the circulating pump starting
relay, and the circulating pump starts, pumping water
to the zone.(7) As the internal switches in all three
motorized Valves are wired in parallel, as long as one

motorized Valve is open, the pump will run. When
Voltage is applied to the eirculating pump motor, Vol—
tage is also applied across the solenoid Valve in series
with the Duo-Stat switch unless the Duo-Stat switch is

open. Thus, there are two requirements for the solenoid p
Valve to be energised (and the compressor to run): the

circulating pump must be running, and the Do—Stat
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switch must he closed. The Johnson Duo-Stat, which has

two remote temperature—sensing hulbs, one outside the

building and the other strapped to the heating water

supply line, maintains a fixed supply-water temperature

for every particular outside temperature.(13) Thus

if the outside temperature drops, the Duo-Stat causes

hotter water to flow to the radiant heating panels,

and vice Verse. Because of this amount of control over

V zone heating, a two»position motorized Valve rather

than a more expensive modulating system was considered

adequate.
The air—conditioner fan motor is in series with

a manual S.P.S.T. switch located in the zone, in order

that filtration and air circulation may be effected

while the cooling system is not in operation.

Compregsor Control Circuit

The compressor motor electrical cireuit is shown

in Figure lo. The temperature control circuit will

operate the refrigerant solenoid valve; when the sole-

noid Valve closes, refrigerant flow to the water chiller

is out off, and the refrigerant pressure in the water
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chiller drops until the low suction pressure switch
opens, stopping the ccmpressor. When the temperature
control circuit causes the solenoid valve tc open,

refrigerant flows into the water chiller until the pres-
sure builds up sufficiently to close the low pressure
switch and the compressor starts.

The oil pressure safety switch and the refriger-
ant high pressure switch function as safety devices.

I
When the compressor discharge pressure builds up above
the safe working level, the high pressure switch opens,
stopping the compresser. The oil safety switch has
two individual switches contained in it; the pressure
switch closes when the difference between crankcase

T pressure and oil pump discharge pressure drops below
the safe level. When the pressure switch closes,.
voltage is applied across a heater element which heats
up and causes the thermal switch to stop the compressor.
The reason for this double switch arrangement is to allow
a time delay between the pressure switch closing and the

compressor stopping to compensate for the normally low
oil pump discharge pressure on starting.
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The water eupply eoleneid Valve ie se wired that

it opens when the eempreeeor etarte, and closes when

it steps. This arrangement äietates that there will
T

be a flow of water through the heat pump only when the

eompressor is operating.
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VI. SUMMARY ANB CONCLUSIONS

In the calculation of winter heating and summer

cooling lcads on the heat pump, it was found that the

winter load was by far the largest, and that the heat

pump system had to be designed for winter conditions.

It is felt that similar results will prevail in all but

the warmest sections of the United States, due to the

fact that a temperature differential between desired

inside conditions and design outdoor temperatures will

be in the neighborhood of 40 te 70 degrees in the

winter, while a summer temperature differential in

excess of 10 to 15 degrees will result in an undesirable

shock effect to persons going into and out of the

air conditioned space.

While the usual water temperatures for a resi-
dential hot-water heating system are in the range of

140 to 160 degrees, the water supply temperature for a

radiant keating system must he eonsiderably lower to

avoid uncomfortably hot room surface temperatures; this

is especially true of radiant floor panels. The heat
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pump is ideally suited to operation under these circum-

stanccs, as the water temperature from a heat pump must

be kept below about 110°F in order to avoid excessively

high refrigerant condensing pressures with resulting

lower efficiencies, and in extreme instances, heavier

equipment.

The use of an ordinary room thermostat is usually

an unsatisfactory method of controlling the temperature

of spaces heated by radiant panels; the large amount of

thermal inertia possessed by radiant coils embedded in

eoncrete or plaster causes too slow a reaetion to vary-

ing demands fer heat. The usual method of overcoming

the effects of this thermal inertia is to install a

control system that will anticipate building heat de-

mands by varying the temperature of the heating medium

with respect to outside temperature. Although this

system is often used as the sole means of temperature

control, factors such as solar radiation, the activity

and concentration of human occupants, and the effect of

wind velocity on air infiltration quantities make desirable

the installation of room thermostats to modify the
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anticipatory control system.

When available in sufficient quantitiee, the use_

of water as the heat pump heat source and sink has
T

several advantages over the other commonly used medium,

air. The relatively constant temperature of water

especially when supplied by welle, produces a higher

heat pump efficiency and a more dependable output.

Heat transfer rates involving water are higher than with

air, allowing smaller equipment and promoting higher

efficiencies.

The control of a heat pump system is generally a

more complex problem than the control of conventional

heating systems. After exploring several possibilities,

the system decided upon for this particular installation

was one where zone thermostats control the flow of

heating or cooling water to the zone, and the operation

of the heat pump was made a function of supply water

temperature.
The increasing importance of radiant heating in

contemporary architecture, coupled with the many de-

sirable features of the heat pump, promise future
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importance to this type of system. Meanwhile, improved u

design procedures will have to be devised by arehitects

and engineers to fully exploit the advantages of this

system, and equipment manufacturers will have to begin

preducing equipment especially for this application.
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